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Visual Language ... a
Different PowerPoint
You’re frustrated with PowerPoint ...
Presentations are too wordy, too full of silly clipart and meaningless stock photos, too packed full of
details. Everyone uses PowerPoint, but isn’t there something better out there, or at least a better way of
using the software?

Yes, there’s a better way of using PowerPoint.
This guide introduces a unique presentation style called Visual Language. It’s a highly visual, dynamic
way of approaching audiences that takes inspiration from café conversations.
Think about the last time you shared a cup
of coffee or glass of wine with friends in a
café. Probably there was laughter and freeflowing conversation that could go in any
direction at any moment. You didn’t have a
script or an absolutely fixed agenda for what
would be discussed. The flow of words was
lively, engaging and fun.
It’s also highly likely those conversations
featured more than mere words. The presence of smart phones, tablets and laptops
perhaps enhanced discussions. You showed
each other pictures, graphics, video clips,
documents, and all sorts of visual content.
In other words, you were speaking both verbally and visually—with complete freedom to say anything,
or show anything, on demand. The information displayed via electronic devices was like visual vocabulary that could be strung together in any order, on-the-spot.
So if café conversations become more engaging and enjoyable with the introduction of dynamic visual
media, why don’t we treat our presentation materials the same way? Instead of delivering fixed, long,
linear presentations full of bullet points, what if we turned our content into high-quality, reusable, flexible, visual vocabulary instead? Then interactions with audiences would be adjustable and responsive to
viewer needs. Our talks might more closely resemble the stimulating atmosphere of a cafe conversation.
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Why It Matters
Two characteristics of the human brain highlight the importance of making talks more café-like.
First, our brain craves visual information. Visual stimuli dominates all other forms of sensory
input. Modern speakers must be highly visual with audiences in meaningful ways.
The truth is, nobody wants to look at text anymore. People want information for the eyes that
complements input for the ears. Verbal and visual interactions should go together and form a
seamless, entertaining duo.
Visual Language methods focus a great
deal of attention on making slides more
meaningfully visual. No, you won’t hold
your phone up for viewers to watch.
Projected slides accomplish that task,
instead. And those slides have to contain
quality imagery and media that show
what you are saying as often as possible.
Otherwise people lose interest and their
attention span wonders.
Without attention, there is no processing.
Without processing, there is no learning.
Without learning, there is no memory of
topics discussed. Without memory, no
follow-though occurs and everyone wasted their time coming to your talk—including you. For audience members to learn, remember,
and follow-through with your goals, you must engage and entertain them. That’s how today’s
communication works.
Second, the brain’s way of perceiving, processing, and storing information is HIGHLY non-linear—which means you need to be a non-linear, adaptable speaker to have maximum impact.
Visual Language methods focus an equal amount of time on making presentation materials
flexible and customizable using various navigation strategies. Café conversations are fun and
lively because everyone gets to interact and participate. Most of us don’t get very excited about
the prospect of sitting through a purely one-way lecture, but we are pleasantly shocked if able
to chime in and help shape the end objectives.
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What It Looks Like
In a cafe environment, showing interesting
visual content to others is simply a matter of
holding out a smart phone or tablet. Or perhaps
people gather around your laptop screen.
Mimicking that kind of visual flexibility in a
presentation context takes a little more preparation and attention to detail. You’ll create what
is known as a Presentation Platform. A presentation platform is a series of dashboards (similar
to website dashboards) that link out to small
content shows. A dashboard might look like
the example at left. The presenter clicks a link
to open a desired content show, scrolls through
that show’s few slides, and then returns to the
dashboard for additional links. Delivery with this presentation style is always an out-andback experience. Messages to viewers are a series of choices—one link clicked after another,
as though moving around within a large website. You maintain full control of what displays,
when.
The small content shows, likewise, feature a
convenient strip of internal navigation at bottom, as shown in this screenshot from Ryan
Comfort’s Coffective platform. Links allow the
presenter to access any slide in any order, skip
certain slides altogether, or immediately return
to the previous dashboard for other choices.
This strip helps in other ways, as well. It gives
the presenter what are called visual cues. A visual cue reveals important information that can be
useful. For example, a quick glance at the strip
provides a reminder of upcoming slide subjects.
And the strip reveals how many slides the show
contains—seven in the example here. It even indicates which slide of the seven is active at the
moment because that’s slide’s shape at bottom has a slightly lighter color, causing it to stand
out somewhat from the others.
By using dashboards, and navigation strategies within individual slide shows, a speaker literally can find and display any slide within seconds, even from a collection of thousands.
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A Change in Perspective

A standard use of PowerPoint results in a single new slide show for each performance. Such
shows typically are thrown together rather quickly, at the last minute, and have relatively little
visual quality. After all, why bother spending a lot of time and energy on something that will
be summarily tossed into the trash can after the talk is over. Standard slide shows focus only
on the immediate communication needs of the next event. They rarely take into consideration
how this particular talk might tie in with past or future events—and whether some components could be reusable on another day, and therefore justify additional quality considerations.
This perspective radically changes as you begin thinking of your presentation topics as visual
vocabulary. Now the emphasis shifts from “What do I need for next week” to “What are ALL
the slides I’m likely to need next week, next month, and years into the future ... and which of
those topics are the highest priority and deserve the most resources?” Now you are building
slides only once—very well—to be used over and over again via dashboard links.
These permanent, reusable core topics represent valuable information that might span many
audiences and perhaps even be usable by multiple presenters across your organization. The
slide design is universal enough to be appropriate for diverse groups, without needing constant makeovers. For example, the screenshot above is one of my slides. The concept of building reusable content is universal across all my audiences, be they 3rd graders or corporate
executives. The same slide design suffices perfectly well for both (and all) groups.
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Modularity
Another critical shift in thinking is getting rid
of those large, single, linear slide shows. They
hurt effectiveness. A speaker has no flexibility
to move around between subjects, skipping or
adding in chunks of information as necessary.
You need that flexibility.
A better strategy is dividing large shows into
numerous smaller ones. From now on your
performances will consist of walking through
several short slide shows that have been selected via hyperlinks, one after the other.
Experiment with that way of thinking now.
Analyze one of your past presentations. Probably it contains small clusters of related content, perhaps 3 or 4 slides here and there that
just naturally go together. During past events
you moved from cluster to cluster in a linear
way, from top to bottom, without even thinking about the fact that these clusters could
have stood on their own as separate small slide
shows. If a dashboard had connected all those
individual packets of information in a logical
way, you would have had complete mobility to
mix and match topics as though engaging in a
conversation.
The ultimate goal is analyzing and breaking
down all your old shows this way and gleaning
from them any reusable nuggets. Each nugget
should exist as its own small slide show, covering only a single subject. You’ll jump out to
these little shows, walk through their slides, and
then return for others.
The screenshot at left is the inside of my training platform. It contains more than 600 individual slide shows. Quite a few hold only a single
slide or two. Such modularity equals freedom.
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Slide Visualization
Once the ideas to be communicated to audiences exist as separate small slide shows, start
replacing the text they contain with more stimulating and entertaining visual content. Three of
the five books in the Visual Language Book Series are dedicated to this task alone. It’s not a trivial
undertaking. Visualizing information takes creativity and practice. Fortunately many different
strategies exist for improving your displays.
Pictures are a clear choice, but not all pictures are created equally. Some help you a lot and
some can do more harm than good. Knowing the difference is very important. Be sure to
download the other guide available on
the Aspire site called the Picture Roles
Guide. It discusses eighteen roles pictures
might play on your slides, both good and
bad. Using as many of the good roles
as possible will dramatically improve
the impact of your messages and allow
you to have a lot more fun with public
speaking. Book 2 covers picture roles in
even more detail and goes on to discuss
a powerful strategy called a Picture Story,
as well as photography techniques, best
practices, and use of screenshots. Book 1
introduces these subjects by covering the
more basic skills of inserting and manipulating pictures and graphics.
I guarantee picture stories will become
one of your most cherished forms of content because they are useful in so many
diverse ways. The images here are part
of a story I share about rescuing a baby
hummingbird from certain death not
once, but four times over a two-week period! I’ve used the story myself but other
colleagues have integrated it into their
dynamic presentation materials as well.
They tell the story in a slightly different
way to better fit the contexts of their talks.
You’ll collect such stories and make them
a part of your visual vocabulary collections. Good visual stories are everywhere.
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Shape Graphics
Realistically, though, pictures alone do not
always go far enough. You’ll discover early
on that their visual expressiveness has limits.
Sometimes images simply don’t exist to convey
desired meaning. Or, getting the right images
would be too much work, or too expensive. In
those cases you’ll ponder the potential of PowerPoint’s shapes—by themselves, or in combination with pictures or animations—to produce
what are known as shape graphics. Shape graphics can help you depict a concept when simple
pictures are insufficient.
In the upper example at left from the Coffective
platform, the message being communicated is
that Oxytocin levels in both baby and mother
increase dramatically when the two are in direct
physical contact with each other—a state known
as “skin-to-skin.” Note that the bubble-looking
shapes and arrows are invisible initially, but set
up to gradually animate into view from bottom,
giving the impression of an increasing “surge.”
The shape graphic at left is animated as well.
Paul Franklin, a professor of dentistry at Leeds
University in the UK, uses it to teach his students a concept called “translation,” the fact that
the human jaw not only rotates down in an arch
when opening but also juts forward a bit. These
shapes were made entirely in PowerPoint.
The final example shown at left is part of a
physics lesson. Again, the arrows you see are
initially invisible. The instructor quizzes students about the physical forces acting on the
ball at this precise moment as it is spinning and
falling toward the ground. He or she can click
anywhere around the ball to animate that arrow into view as a representation of a potential
force. Any arrow can be hidden just as easily.
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Meaningful Animations
Adding animations to slide shows is either a horrible mistake or a great decision.
The difference comes down to how those
animations are used. Senseless, purposeless animations do little more than distract.
Meaningful animations can greatly improve
the effectiveness of visual displays and play
a key role in Visual Language methods. The
screenshots shown here offer a very simple
example. Animations sufficiently help communicate what’s being expressed.
While describing Visual Language concepts
to beginners, perhaps during an informational session at a conference, I show the
first illustration and say that this style of
presentation is always nothing more than
an out-and-back process. You start with a
dashboard and link out to separate small
slide shows. In the middle of that sentence I
scroll to run an animation that wipes in the
upper arrow and second image from left to
right. The arrow shape, combined with the
animation, communicates direction and motion—out from the dashboard to the external
show. Then I continue with the next sentence and run another animation that wipes
the bottom arrow in the opposite direction,
signifying a return from the content show
back to the dashboard.
Animations combined with shapes and
pictures can be simple or complicated. The
important consideration is how well they
communicate ideas. You’ll find few right or
wrong absolutes. Books 3 and 5 of the Visual
Language Book Series go into great depth here
and show many examples of creative content ideas that might be adaptable to your
contexts.
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Media
Beyond images and shape graphics, consider
adding media to your growing presentation
platform, such as video and audio files. The
example shown here is a video dashboard from
a Federal Health and Human Services platform
used by more than a thousand trainers across
the country. They all have access to the same
powerfully dynamic training materials. Here on
this Video Dashboard nearly 40 professional clips
await random selection. A trainer spontaneously shows any video on demand while answering
questions—or goes through a planned sequence
while covering scheduled discussions.
Clicking a desired thumbnail immediately plays
that video full-screen on top of, and covering, the dashboard. Just as quickly, the trainer
quickly returns to the dashboard with a scroll
and plays a different video, or navigates to an
alternative dashboard.
Having a central location with on-demand access to all needed video clips transforms your
perspectives about video use. It’s no longer
necessary to try and remember where a particular clip was inserted ... and then try to find
that slide. ANY video clip is ALWAYS available
within seconds, no matter where you happen to
be at any moment.
Even so, there’s nothing wrong with having
video clips available from individual slides as
well. That way the presenter doesn’t have to
take the extra steps of navigating to the Video
Dashboard when a particular clip is relevant. In
that case the clip typically is available via hyperlink, as a small thumbnail link in the bottom
right corner, rather than inserted directly into
the slide show. That strategy produces a smaller
overall platform file size.
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PDF Documents
The HHS trainers also have access to a Resources
Dashboard that features a wide variety of PDF
documents, also fully available on demand.
Clicking a thumbnail here doesn’t open the document directly, however. It takes the presenter to a
slide show dedicated to that document. This slide
show, in turn, sports a screenshot of the document, along with other descriptive details.
The reason for going to a slide show instead of
opening the document outright is because frequently that’s all the speaker needs for discussing
a document’s purposes. Opening the actual document is overkill.
That said, notice the shape below the screenshot.
It’s an active hyperlink that opens the document
in Adobe reader on top of the presentation platform. Once the document is open, the presenter
can scroll through it normally, just like with any
regular PDF. Sometimes being able to open the
document and highlight something it contains is
helpful, especially when interacting with a small
group or an individual.
Another nice benefit of having access to the
real PDF document is that Adobe Reader has a
manual zoom feature. It’s a fast and convenient
way of magnifying any detail on a page, such as
a portion of an image or a section of a diagram.
Using this zoom strategy, as opposed to trying to
do something similar in PowerPoint via animations, saves your sanity.
Returning to the Resources Dashboard to make
additional selections is a simple matter of closing
Adobe Reader. The platform was there all along,
albeit hidden. As always, navigating with this
presentation style is an out-and-back process.
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Websites
The HHS platform even contains a Website
Dashboard that is a repository for links to
all the sites trainers might find helpful during interactions with trainees. In the case here,
the links directly open the desired website in
a browser on top of the presentation platform.
The trainer can move around inside the site as
usual and then close the browser to return to
the platform.
Another option is setting up this dashboard
with functionality similar to the PDF dashboard
just described. In that case when a presenter
clicks one of the thumbnails, the action opens a
slide show rather than the actual site. The slide
show features a screenshot of the website, along
with the site’s basic URL spelled out for viewers to write down if they wish and an active link
to the site itself. Tricia Cassi’s dashboard at left
uses this strategy. Most of the time, showing the
screenshot page is sufficient for describing the
site’s purposes and she doesn’t need to click the
site link. On occasion, though, going to the real
site has advantages, perhaps to show a video
or special functionality there that wouldn’t be
available otherwise. She makes that choice.
What’s interesting about a robust platform like
this one is the diversity of its components. It’s
not merely a collection of PowerPoint slide
shows but rather a library of various content
types—video, audio, documents, and Web
links. In a sense, this form of platform is like a
convenient content management system, where
everything that might be needed for any imaginable talk, to groups small or large, is immediately available as a permanent resource. Giving
a presentation is simply a matter of opening the
dashboards and navigating anywhere within
the collection of permanent resources.
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Dynamic Delivery
Delivering a dynamic talk is certainly different from the standard approach to PowerPoint. Preparation time now is more a matter
of planning how you’ll move around between
links, and in what order, rather than building a
completely new slide show each time. If integrating visual stories into the sequence, for example, you’ll navigate to a dashboard like the
one shown here and chose appropriate links as
needed. Your agenda is never absolutely fixed.
Any talk component can be included or not
included along the way. You are in full control
of sequencing and can make adjustments onthe-fly.
Even so, don’t get the wrong idea. A speaker has complete flexibility to go anywhere at any
time, but that doesn’t mean Visual Language talks are completely freeform or spontaneous.
They can be—but most are not. In fact, most dynamic talks are very carefully planned, and
even scripted to a point, just like a traditional speech. The presenter has an agenda and goals
and generally sticks to them as planned. The difference, however, is that those goals and agenda are malleable if necessary. When a technical problem or unforeseen event unexpectedly
cuts a speaking slot in half, adjustments are possible, and, in fact, are relatively easily made.
If someone says something right before a talk begins (or during a talk) that gives additional
insight about an unplanned component that really should be shown and discussed, you’ll respond accordingly. In other words, you’ll plan
carefully but are never a slave to that plan.
To provide maximum dexterity in moving
around within your platform while making
such adjustments, we recommend a device
called an Air Mouse. It contains a gyroscope
that senses the motion of your wrist and allows
links to be clicked up to 100 feet away from the
presentation computer. It’s an essential tool for
the smoothest possible delivery.
Be sure to plan a small amount of “open” time
into your agenda to account for interactions
that might occur. That way when such interactions do materialize, they won’t run you overtime. Or if they don’t happen, fill the extra time with optional content along the way.
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Learning Options
We’ve been working with, and perfecting, Visual Language methods for about 15 years now
and have learned a few things along the way. Our experiences, and those of thousands of other
speakers, are represented in the latest learning tools available to you.
The Visual Language Book Series is probably the most convenient
way of getting your hands on all that expertise. The pages are
packed full of colorful illustrations and examples that showcase
all the marvelous techniques awaiting your creative applications.
Each book focuses on a different aspect of dynamic presentation,
all the way from first getting started with PowerPoint to working
with pictures, shapes, video, animations, graphs, tables, diagrams,
hyperlinks, navigation strategies, and more. And the digital
books, themselves, are dynamic, meaning you can use the table of
contents to jump right to a specific section for learning or review.
Enhance the books even more by combining them with Aspire’s
Template Package. The Template Package contains three template
shows that greatly simplify the creation of your own personalized presentation platform. Each
template features coordinated formatting, layouts, and navigation elements already in place to
save time and reduce the learning curve. Get the templates and full book series together and
save 30%.
The fastest and most comprehensive learning option combines the books and templates with
live or recorded Workshop Sessions. During Level 1 workshop sessions, the instructor guides
each step of your development, helping you build and populate your platform using the
templates as a starting point. He or she is there to help answer
questions all along the way. Within three days, your platform
will be well on the path to completion. Level 2 sessions go even
deeper to explore working with shape-based graphics, video and
animations.
Feel free to contact us for more information on any of these
learning options.
Aspire Communications
Robert Lane, Director
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